Abstract. In this paper, we present cubic spline interpolation schemes for the Hadamard finite-part integral operator. The superconvergence of cubic spline rules for Hadamard finite-part integral is presented, and we prove the correctness of the reasoning in theory. Two examples are presented to confirm our theoretical analysis of approximations the Hadamard finite-part integrals and to show the accuracy of schemes for solving integral equations with a hypersingular kernel.
Introduction
Many physical problems, such as acoustics, electromagnetic scattering and fracture mechanics require an efficient discrete scheme for the following integral equation
, , 
which is often coupled with certain partial differential equations. The integral operator in (1) is called Hadamard-type integral operator since the kernel function involved is Hadamard-type singular. A related topic is the study of quadrature rules for hypersingular integrals. Numerous work has been devoted to this area, such as the Gaussian methods [1, 2, 3] , the Newton-Cotes type method [4, 5, 6, 7] , the transformation methods [8] and some other methods. When the integrand smoothness is better, Gaussian quadratures are the approach of choice. The Newton-Cotes rule is used in many areas due to its ease of implementation and flexibility of mesh. Using Hermite interpolation quadrature formula to approximate Hadamard hypersingular integral had been presented by Zhao [9] . This paper focuses on cubic spline interpolation approximation of Hadamard finite-part integrals. We prove the cubic spline rules reach the superconvergence rate based on the literature [9] theoretically, and several numerical examples are provided to validate the theoretical analysis. 
Quadrature Formula Err Estimation
and
We obtained the following formula 
where 
It is easy to yield 
Then it holds that 
(15) We use the cubic spline quadrature rules to approximate the value of (1). The error at  
is present in the Table 1 . Clearly the convergence order at superconvergence
, it is one order higher than those at non-superconvergence points, which confirms our theoretical analysis.
Example 2.2.
We evaluate the hypersingular integrals     We use the cubic spline quadrature rules to approximate the value of (1). The error at  
is present in the Table 2 . Clearly the convergence order at superconvergence points are
Summary
In this paper the numerical integral formulas are obtained by replacing the integrand function   fxwith cubic spline interpolation. We obtain the cubic spline quadrature rules for the evaluation of Hadamard finite-part integrals theoretically, and several numerical examples are provided to validate the theoretical analysis. The convergence rate of the superconvergence points obtain higher order than global convergence rate, which coincides with the computation in the paper [10] . It is important that we don't need the derivative of the integral function   fx.
